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Today, hanging pedals (accelerator, brake, clutch pedal) are mostly used in the automotive sector, which means that the 
pivot point of the pedal is above the pedal plate. With the introduction of brake-by-wire-systems, the mechanical coupling 
between the brake pedal and the brake system is eliminated. This creates new design freedom. In connection with 
automated driving, the driver should be provided with more legroom or, alternatively, a flat footrest during autonomous 
driving. Suspended pedals severely restrict design freedom. Upright pedals with a pivot point below the pedal plate offer 
more or different freedom in terms of package and design. 
 
Initial situation: 
In the event of a frontal crash, high forces can result from the impact of the driver's heel on the non-deformable solid 
pivot point of the upright pedals below (Pic. 1). The driver's feet can be severely injured and legal limits may be 
exceeded. 
Solution: 
The pedals are extended downward and/or the carpet under the heel is raised (Fig. 2) so that the axis of rotation of the 
pedal is below the contact point of the heel. In the event of a crash, the heel now hits the movable pedal lever arm rather 
than the immovable axis of rotation of the pedals. 
 
Advantages: 
Accelerations on the heel are significantly lower because they can be dissipated over a greater distance/a longer time. 
 
Possible application: 
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